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SUPERNOVAEXPLOSIONS - THE ROLE OF A RAYLEIGH-TAYLORINSTABILITY

J. Robert Buchler
Department of Physics, University of Florida;
tlari~ Livio
Department of Physics, University of Florida and Department
of Physics and Astronomy Tel-Aviv University
Stirling A. Colgate
Group T-6, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

ABSTRACT

A two dimensional hydrodynamic study inrlicaLes that convecti”Jely
unstable gradients which develop during core collapse aud bounce give
rise to large scale core overturn. It is also shown that the concomi-
tant release df neutrini can deposit large amounts of energy and
momentum in the ii~falling envelwpe and give rise to a powerful supern-
ova explosion.

1. INTRODUCTIONAND ANALYTICARGUMENTS

The current scenarios for type 11 supernova explosions involve
the collapse of a dense stellar core triggered by iron dissociation
and electron captures, which is halted when the cqu~tion of s~.atc
stiffens at about riuclear matter density. The concomitant bo~il~e

gives rise to the generation of a shock wave. Another consequence of
the collapse is the production of a lurge number of electron [lcutrinos
viii electron captures, Two maJor mechanisms are thougnt t.o he respon-
sible for the explosion and envelope ejcctiou: (1) Ejection by the
shock wave (VJrI Riper 1978, ~\rnctt 1980, Lichterlst.adt et al. 1979)6
(2) Ejection induced by Lhc ioteractiorl of the ucutrinon with the
mantle, either by ent!rgy or momentum deposition. Both mech;~nisnm and
their combined actious have met wi~h severe difficulties. shock

ejection seems to be very sensitive to det~ils stemming either from
the equation of state (such iIti the adi,~batic index) or t’rcm wut.rino
dtimping (e.g., Van Riper 197J, Wilson 1979). Sever:ll uew drguments

favoring shock Isjcctiofi hove been recently ~hought up; these involve
preheating of ma~ter by t5e shock (Arnett 19801 and more rcflncd
calculation ot’ the dv:liltiblu onurgy (Y~hil 1980). Neutri[,o iliduccd
ejecticw has been ocigi:wlly suggus~ud by Colgate dnd White (1966).
However, neutral currents cause the ueutrino~ Lo bu Lr,lpped 111 Llw
core at densities above 1012 ~/cm (Arnt!tt 1977, tl~zllrek 1977, Yuch ii~ld
Buchler 1977). COlg:ItU (1978) und Colgtite il[~dP~ts~h~k (1980) hUVU
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recently suggested that a large scale core overturn could release these
neutrinos and a sufficient energy transfer to blow off the envelope.
Their suggestion followed by the observatlou made by Epstein (1979)
that an unstable lepton graident develops after bounce. Some insight
into this situation can be gained from the linear criterion for sta-
bility to nonradial perturbations:

jp-~*)=-*ppy~+(~)p,:~]<o

An outwardly decreasing lepton number YL thus has a destabilizing
effect. Such potentially unstable lepton graidents are obtained in
collapse calculations (e.g., Wilson 1979), and they result from the
fact that neutrinos are trapped inside the “neutrinosphere,” while
they can stream rather freely from regions above it.

A number of questions arise at this point:

1. Does a real collapse ever become Rayleigh-Taylor unstable?
2. If an unstable situation cccurs, which unstable modes dominate

and what are the time scales involved?
?. . Is the neutrino flux released f:om such an overturn enough to

cause an explosion?
4, Does the overturn have other dynamical consequences, which in

themselves, or by helping the shock, can cause ejection?

In order to answer the second question, Livio, lluchler, and
Colgate (1980) have resorted to a numerical 2-dimensional hydrodynami-
cal modeling of the collapse. The hydrodynamics is done with a radi-
ally moving, fixed angular, Eulerian mesh, Neutrino transport is
approximated with a leakage scheme; above some density = 1012 g/cnl,
neutrinos arc assumed to be trapped und in beta kinetic equilibirum,
whereas below that density they are allowed to scream out with a rate
parametrized to reproduce the results of one-dimensional neutrino
transport calculficions, The equ:tion of sti~te used was that of Druenn
(1975). Because of the high cullupsc ;ldiubat chouen, iI thermal bouuce
was obtiaincd ot iJ relatively low den~ity (2 x 10La g/cm), This in
itself does not qualitatively affect the development of the inst~-
bility, since the time-scale for the overturn, like the dynamic time
scale, SCOICS like l/4p. In the culculdtion described here, the in-
itial model wus chosen tis an II = ? polytrope with ceutral dentiity pc =
5 x 100 fJ/cm, a temperature T. = 1.1 x IOl” K and a composition of
cl%~e. The bouIIce occurred Jc’p

boy!lff
& 1.2 ~ 1013 g/cm and

‘W’
= 1,2 x 1011 K, Since ro iI OIMA1 deformation is cxpectcd co

p oy ~~e dominant nonradlal role in the colliIpsc, Livi~ ct. ill_(1980)
huvc introduced ii centrifugal occclcrJtion of order 10 4 - 10 3 of the
gruvitatiun~ll oue, which hati been switched off oftcr tibol~t 10 ms
givin~ rise to nunradlul velocities of the order of 3% of thu speed of
sound, Figure la shows the velocity fluld 31 ms ~ftcr Lhc bounco. ;Ind
~xhlblty an L ❑ ~ ~orc overturn. The rise timu for the iust~l)iliLy is
ot’ the order of a tcw milllsuconds, As a check, d model htis been
collaptied in whic!l the unstable lepLoII grudiunt wus not generated (by



artificially increasing the neutrino diffusion time). in this case no
overturn was obtained.

The development of smaller scale convective modes (Q > 2) is of
interest, and especially their interaction with the 2 = 2 mode. To
that effect Livio, Buchler, and Colgate (1980) have introduced in
addition to the Q = 2 and J2 = 8 perturba~ion of the form

J2-1 2+2
6V = @ e(R -

r
r) + (~) Q(r - R)] Plkos e),

which was inspired by the exact solution to the linearized perturba-
tion equation of an incompressible stratified sphere. a wss chosea
such that 6vr/cs ~ 0.001. Figure lb shows the velocity field 28 ❑ s
after the bounce. The interesting development of the perturbation is
such that in the nonlinear phase one vortex is pushed outward while
the others merge so that the large scale 2 = 2 mode takes over

eventually.

In order to see the ultin,:te effect of such an overturn on the
envelope, Bruenn, Buchler, and Livio (1979) have performed a one-

dimensional simulation of the overturn using an accurate multigroup
neutrino transport mode in conjunction with a Lagrangian hyd~.ocode.
They find that under the conditions described above, the net result of
the overturn will be a huge release of neutrinos which then deposit a
considerable amount of energy in the envelope and cause a violent
explosion. The physical reason is that the hydrodynamics dredge up
neutrino rich material to low densities; these neutriuos are supcr-
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Fig. lU. Convective flow, 1 ❑ 2 perturbation, t = 31 ms,
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Fig. lb. Convective flow, g = 8 perturbation, at 28 ms.

thermal because at these densities they have not had time Lo equili-
brate on the dynamic time of the overturn.

An important feature of these collapse calculations related to
the above ,,,rnLioned question (1) is that the entropy increase in the
shocked matter, i.e., outside the homologously col.apsed core, is
insufficient to prevent a Raylelgh-Taylor instability over the whole
core, This is in contrast to a subsequent CalCU13LiOn of Smarr et al
(:980) who collapse on a lower adiabat and usc a higk,ly simplified
eqUatlOn Of StaLe; they obtain a shock so SLrOng as to lead to an
entropy increase of about 4 k/baryon which prevents Lhen any convec-
tive penetration of the inner core; however, a large scale convective
moLion develops in the outer halt of the core.

On# question which arises is whether the high entropy of the
shock~ material can be removed by neutrinoc oil a sufficiently short
time scale to destabilize the whole core. A rough estimate indicates
that although (mu~n and tau) neutrino radiation from the neutrino
sphere could cause J sufficiently fast cooling of the shocked region,
the thermal neutrino production rates (Kolb and Hazurek 1977), mainly
by electron-position pairs and de-excitation of nuclei, ~rc too slow
h~!cuuse of the high electron degeneracy and COllcOmitant low pair
concentration.

It haN been pointed out on the basis of shell mudel considera-
tions (Fuller, Fouler, and Nwmtin 1980) thtit elrctrou captures are
iuh~bitcd for ncucron rich nuclei. As a result the coru r’:tains a



higher lepton concentration, which goes in che direc~ion of destabili-
zing the core. Because of the larger lepton concentration the adia-
batic index then remains also clcser to 4/3 which is expected to lead
to a larger homologously collapsing core (Goldreich and Weber 1980)
with a shock at lower density. At the same time the pressure defect
will be smaller so that one expects a gentler bounce. Both of these
effects favor the occurrence of a Rayleigh-Taylor instability.

In this respect it is relevant to ask the question what entropy
deleptonized matter (with say, YL = 0.1) must have so that upon adia-
batic compression to some pzessure it has the same density, Plocal as
the local matter (neutral Uuoyancy), whose lepton concentration as
YL ~oc~l ‘.e.’ P(ploc 1? StyL ~oca ) ‘.P(P

t
= 0.1). In othe~

wof s one can plot en ropy vehus ~enslty 4Zgt;;s;Z$ various values of
Y , which has been done by Van Riper (1980) using the Lamb et al
($9$$?aAqua.tion of state and is shown in Fig. 2. One can s= that at
a typical bounce density of 2 pnuc and Yg = 0.35 that the critical
entropy of exterior lepton-depletes matter of Y

?

= 0.1 above which
overturn will be inhibited is no greater than s k = 2.6. Tf the
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Fig. 2. The entropy th~t CJU substitute for the pressure defect
of Lepton depletion is showq versus density, The lepton depletion
corresponds initially to the numbers on the curves and a depleted
value of YQ = 0.1. The initial entropy is s/k = 1.2. Curve is bY
VJn Ilipcr u~ing the equation of sLatc of Lamb CL al (1978)s

.
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ne~~rino sphere wh”~s this ❑atter has been depleted is at p = 1012 g
cm then an sntropy of 2.6 corresponds to a temperature of only ~
2.5 ~eV. This is ve~ low compared to the shock entropy of > 7 calcu-
lated by Van Riper (1980) and so would require significant t~me to
cool . If we u=e the neutrino emission rate of K?lb and Lattimer
(1979) assuming some nuclei are present, then &/c 2 1 s. This is long
and indicates thaz the neutrino sphere will move toward grea}er de?-
sities. At P ‘Z 1013, s/k of 2.5 results in T = 6 l’leV and c/& = 10 s
s. Very few nL:lei need to be present tc ensure a black body emission
rate. Therefore, between these densities a black body neutrino sphere
should exist. The cooling is then governed by the scattering in the
exterior shock heated higher entropy (s/k ~ 7) matter. Since no
nuclei will remain, the mean free paths are long and we expect coolini?
characteristic of a black body at an ~nt.ermediate density, say 5 x
1012 and T S 5 14eV. At r g 4 x 106, E s 1053 crag S-l. Since the

total energy is of the order 5 x 1051 ergs, the cooling time to below
5 heV will be of the order of a faw 10’s of ms. We therefore foresee
bo~~ cooling and lepton depletion in higher density matter ~ 1013 g
cm with the pressure of a high entropy mantle preventing further
accretion. It ia then possible that instability and overturn ❑ay
occur.

It is clear that ❑ ore work needs to be done to see what form of
Rayleigh-Taylor instable overturn occurs and what effect it has on tht
supernova explosion.

Work supported in part by the National Science Foundation (AST
79-20024) and the Department of Energy.
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